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In an age of myriad computer fonts and instant communication, your handwriting style is
increasingly a very personal creation. In this book, Margaret Shepherd, America's premier
calligrapher, shows you that calligraphy is not simply a craft you can learn, but an elegant art
form that you can make your own. Calligraphy remains perennially popular, often adorning
wedding invitations, diplomas, and commercial signs. Whether it is Roman, Gothic, Celtic,
Bookhand, or Italic style, calligraphy conveys class and elegance. Margaret Shepherd makes
this ancient art form accessible in a completely hand-lettered technical guide that will: * Provide
context for calligraphy as an art, exploring the rich tradition of hand-lettering and mapping the
evolution of the most popular styles. * Give detailed technical advice on choosing pens, paper,
and inks, setting up your workspace, mastering various pen angles, along with step-by-step
illustrations to guide you as you practice. * Explain which alphabets are appropriate for
different forms of writing. For example, the Roman alphabet works well for short, unpunctuated
passages, while the Italic alphabet is more suited to informal everyday communication. *
Encourage you to personalize your lettering by using variant strokes and interpreting how you
would like the words to look on the page. * Inspire you with carefully chosen illustrations and
examples, which bring letters to life. In Margaret Shepherd's own words, "Calligraphy trains not
only your eye and hand, but your mind as well." Learn Calligraphy is the authoritative primer for
this age-old craft, and will help develop a new appreciation for lettering as you discover your
creative personality.
Creative Lettering and Beyond combines the artistic talents, inspirational tips, and tutorials of
four professional hand letterers and calligraphers for a dynamic and interactive learning
experience. After a brief introduction to the various tools and materials, artists and lettering
enthusiasts will learn how to master the art of hand lettering and typography through easy-tofollow step-by-step projects, prompts, and exercises. From the basic shape and form of letters
to cursive script, spacing, and alignment, artists will discover how to transform simple words,
phrases, and quotes into beautiful works of hand-lettered art. The interactive format and stepby-step process offers inspirational instruction for a wide variety of fun projects and gift ideas,
including hand-rendered phrases on paper and digitally enhanced note cards. Artists will also
discover how to apply lettering to linen, coffee mugs, calendars, and more. Numerous practice
pages and interactive prompts throughout the book invite readers to put their newfound
lettering skills to use, as well as work out their artistic ideas. Covering a variety of styles and
types of lettered art, including calligraphy, illustration, chalk lettering, and more, artists will find
a plethora of exercises and tips to help them develop their own unique lettering style.
Learn to hand letter using simple, creative techniques, practice worksheets, and beautiful fonts
that anyone can learn! Have you ever wanted to learn how to hand letter, but didn't know
where to start? Author Sarah Ensign will teach you how using simple, fun techniques. You'll
learn how to use a brush pen, create basic strokes, and connect letters. Once you've honed
your basic lettering skills, you'll learn how to draw fonts and compose quotes to create your
own unique projects. Your creativity will soar as you learn this beautiful craft from one of the
best teachers on YouTube! Here's what you'll find inside: Beautiful, full-color photography and
hands-on lettering worksheets that you can trace or letter on directly Step-by-step tutorials for
creating faux calligraphy, brush pen lettering, bounce lettering, and more Complete alphabet
worksheets for six beautiful font styles, along with fun lettering projects that will inspire your
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and using pens, laying out quotes, handling tricky connections, and moving beyond the basics
to create your own unique fonts
A Fun & Inspiring Introduction to the Art of Hand Lettering Hand Lettering for Relaxation is the
perfect way to cultivate calmness and joy while creating beautiful works of art. While hand
lettering can look intimidating, artist and blogger Amy Latta has a friendly and down-to-earth
approach that will give you the confidence to draw impressive designs with ease. Learn how to
create a lovely brush-lettered look with easy, no-fail faux calligraphy. Then add pretty
embellishments such as vines, roses, banners, ribbons, swirls and feathers that take your
designs to the next level. You’ll also get a beginner’s guide to real brush lettering, plus fun
print fonts and ways to highlight, shadow or emboss your words. With 46 unique workshops,
each with a featured motivational design, you will gain enough proficiency to proudly share
your lettered art on social media, make personalized gifts and even decorate your home. In
this interactive workbook, doodling on the high-quality art paper is highly encouraged! Use it to
letter the featured design with the new technique you learned, create your own design or
simply enjoy some meditative practice. No matter how you use it, this book is sure to help you
relax, enjoy your creative journey and make your life more beautiful wherever you are. Keep
the relaxation flowing with these other books in Amy Latta's bestselling hand lettering
workbook series: - Hand Lettering for Laughter - Hand Lettering for Faith - Express Yourself: A
Hand Lettering Workbook for Kids
Practice makes perfect! It’s no secret that improving your Spencerian penmanship requires
practice. Unfortunately, Platt Rogers Spencer published less than 30 Spencerian practice
sentences. That’s why this helpful workbook offers over 180 pages of all-new phrases and
sentences for you to refine your lettering. Across the top of each page is carefully composed
Spencerian lettering by penman Schin Loong. Below the sample sentence is line after line of
practice space where you can master your letter height, width, spacing, stroke weight and
more. The pages are even perforated so it is easy for you to tear them out and practice on a
perfectly at surface. But this book contains no ordinary words—they are the immortal phrases
from the Declaration of Independence that define freedom and liberty, such as “We hold these
truths to be self evident that all men are created equal.”
Popular Instagram brush lettering artist Kelly Klapstein takes a simple, serene approach to
teaching the art of creating beautiful letterforms with easy to use and richly colored brush pens.
Kelly begins by guiding you through the tools you’ll be using, and the best ways to position
pen, hand, and paper. Kelly demonstrates a range of basic strokes along with drill sheets for
practice and improvement. In addition to providing detailed instructions and tracing guides for
both lowercase and uppercase alphabets, Kelly gives tutorials on freestyle lettering, faux
calligraphy, and special effects. Also included are lowercase and uppercase A to Z exemplars
for both large and small brush pens. Drill sheets, tracing guides, worksheets, and exemplars
are perforated for easy removal.
Transform simple words into stunning works of art with this interactive workbook. Super Simple
Hand Lettering gets you started right away with 20 traceable alphabets, 5 skill-building
projects, quality vellum tracing paper, and 4 frameable pullout art prints.
A practical guide to modern calligraphy, complete with worksheets and projects. In Modern
Lettering, you will learn how to create beautiful decorative handwriting in a variety of styles. It’s
a fun and immersive guide, inviting you to explore beautiful letterforms, experiment with your
own hand-lettering style and use calligraphy for creative projects. Professional calligrapher
Rebecca Cahill Roots guides the reader through the basic techniques, sharing useful tips
along the way. She brings her own unique style to a range of beautiful modern calligraphy
alphabets, each accompanied by worksheets printed on high-quality calligraphy paper for
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calligraphy. Once you’ve mastered the basic techniques, you can apply your handwriting skills
to some of the stylish step-by-step projects featured, including wedding stationery, framed
quotes and personalised envelopes. This fun and approachable guide is a must-have for
anyone looking to add a personal touch to their lettering, whether it’s for a particular project or
for taking up a new hobby.

Hand lettering is all the rage these days, and we’re here to bring you into this
awesome hobby! Jump into the action with this all-in-one package that combines
an informational book and companion sketchpad with prompts and sample
alphabets to get you started. This guide to modern calligraphy combines
traditional lettering styles, fun and scripty modern styles, and artistic street-style
lettering, along with project ideas that incorporate creative lettering. The
companion sketchbook provides prompts and space to practice. This Hand
Lettering Art Pack offers you a fun way to learn and gain expertise in lettering
through experimentation and play. There is no right or wrong result, yet, you'll
gain new skills and confidence, allowing you to take your work to a new level.
Get creative, express yourself, and add that personal touch with hand lettering!
With illustrated step-by-step instructions, The Big Awesome Book of Hand &
Chalk Lettering shows the complete beginner how to master the art of hand
lettering, the composition/design of phrases on the page, and flourishes to
embellish the design. It also includes chalk lettering, fun prompts for writing, and
15 projects and gift ideas, ranging from gift tags to a lettered poster to chalklettered signs for special events. The Big Awesome Book of Hand & Chalk
Lettering covers 15 lettering styles-from Black Letter and "melting" to circus and
Victorian, as well as serifs and scripts-along with numerous borders, corners,
banners, bursts, frames and other accents. Author Bio: Dina Rodriguez is a
freelance hand lettering artist. With an educational and professional background
in digital arts, design, and marketing, she specializes in commercial illustration
and branding for creative businesses. Dina has been hand lettering full time for
four years, working with brands such as Invision, GE, American Greetings, and
Wacom. She does both traditional ink and chalk lettering, as well as tablet
lettering using digital tools such as Photoshop and Illustrator. Her teaching
experience includes giving workshops and talks at universities and creative
conferences such as Full Sail University and Creative South. She also teaches
hand lettering on her blog for free to over 15,000 students and live streams her
process on Twitch three times a week.
Hello there crafty friends of mine! I’m Kristin - mama to the most incredible little
human around, graphic designer, hand letterer, and creator of June & Lucy. I love
the 4 C’s in my life: cats, coffee, couches, and cooking, and as you can tell from
my Instagram captions, I think I am much funnier than I probably am. My goal
with this book is to help you avoid the countless months of research, trial and
error, and mistakes that I made along the way, by giving you a straight forward,
easy to understand explanation of the process behind hand lettering so that you
can start your lettering journey with a strong foundation.
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Learn the art of hand lettering with this comprehensive how-to book, full of
beauty, knowledge, and inspiration! Pretty Simple Lettering is the perfect book for
any hand letterer, whether you're new to the art or an experienced designer
looking to expand your skill. In the book, you will learn the basics of creating
alphabets in many different styles, how to develop those styles into one that is
uniquely your own, and how to turn your lettering into beautiful pieces of art.
Learning the basics of hand lettering can be pretty simple! Whitney breaks down
10 individual alphabets in various lettering styles, including upper and lower case,
showing you how to form each letter, turn those letters into words, and turn those
words into works of art! Discover the tools, techniques, and tricks of the trade
from a seasoned lettering artist who has been in the business since 2014.In the
final sections of this book, learn how Whitney approaches every design as she
leads you through a step-by-step tutorial outlining her process of composition.
The last section of the book is filled with project pages for you to create your own
works of art to hang on your wall or gift to a friend! Every project is surrounded by
gorgeous floral designs, adding a special touch of whimsy to your final creation!
In this new series from Walter Foster Publishing, artists and art hobbyists alike
will delight in learning a variety of fun and interesting art topics in a portable
format boasting a fresh, contemporary design. Filled with open practice pages,
creative exercises, and art prompts, The Little Book of Lettering & Word Design
encourages interactivity for immediate results, while also teaching beginners the
fundamentals of the featured medium in an engaging and fun way. In The Little
Book of Lettering & Word Design, aspiring artists will discover how to create a
range of classic and contemporary calligraphy and hand-lettered fonts.
Internationally acclaimed calligrapher John Stevens and other renowned handlettering artists lead the way with tips and techniques. Following an introduction
to inks, nibs, pens, and papers, as well as an overview of basic techniques,
readers will learn dozens of original alphabets and lettering designs ranging from
funky and fun, to elegant and embellished. Tips for adding personal touches to
letters and designing personalized alphabets are also included! With an alphabet
and lettering design for every occasion and easy-to-follow instructions, this book
is perfect for everyone who wants to create stunning handwriting and calligraphy.
From the artist behind the popular Pigeon Letters website, a complete guide to
learning and perfecting brush lettering, a forgiving style of modern calligraphy
that encourages creative expression and imprecision, including basic skills,
flourishes, and project ideas. The Ultimate Brush Lettering Guide has something
for everyone--from beginners that have never used a brush pen, to seasoned
letterers looking for a new style or ideas for creative flourishes. From choosing
the best pens and paper and knowing the different styles of lettering, to adding
color to your finished pieces--this book covers it all. The book includes templates
for labels, cards, handmade bunting, and word collages. It even includes a how
to guide for posting your best work on social media. Each lesson builds on itself,
unlocking endless opportunities inside the playful art of brush lettering. As a selfPage 4/10
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taught artist who left her day job to pursue a creative life, Peggy Dean is the ideal
teacher for artists and non-artists alike.
"Messages from your own hand are an intimate and powerful means of
expression and communication. Happy Hand Lettering offers you instruction and
encouragement to begin crating beautifully written words right away. From
selecting the best tools and supplies, to forming your first simple letters,
everything you need to begin your calligraphic journey is here"--From back cover.
THE FIRST BOOK DEDICATED ENTIRELY TO THE USE AND MASTERY OF
MODERN BRUSH PENS Drawing gorgeous letters, words and phrases with a
brush pen doesn’t have to be difficult! Brush Pen Lettering will show you how to
create your own unique style. To help you on your lettering journey, this
comprehensive how-to guide includes: • DIY projects • Tips and Tricks • Color
Photographs • Inspiring Ideas • Step-by-step instructions • Practice sheets
"From selecting the appropriate tools, such as pens, nibs, brushes, inks, and
papers, to learning optimal hand positioning and understanding the intricacies of
lettering angles, heights, spacing, and strokes, [this book] introduces aspiring
calligraphers and hand-lettering artists to the core concepts and techniques that
comprise the art of traditional calligraphy."--Back cover.
Making personalized hand lettering is often a challenge, even for accomplished
crafters—this book makes it easy! Lettering Workshop for Crafters provides a
valuable resource for anyone who wants to embellish crafts with beautiful letters
and borders. This big lettering workbook covers a wide range of decorative
lettering styles, from whimsical and modern to romantic and vintage. With 50
traceable alphabets, expert lettering tips, and interactive practice exercises,
readers will learn to create their own unique lettering for everything from art
journals and scrapbooks to greeting cards, gift tags, invitations, and more.
Add Beautiful Effects to Your Brush Lettered Artwork and Enhance Your Hand
Lettering Fantastic brush lettering artwork is right at your fingertips—and far easier
to achieve than you think—with renowned lettering artist Chrystal Elizabeth’s
simple step-by-step guide. In Brush Lettering Made Simple, she reveals her
secrets to mastering a vast array of brush lettering techniques, including di erent
fonts, styles, flourishes, e ects and mediums. You’ll begin with the basics—how to
form letters, then connect them to form words—and work your way up to more
tricky techniques, such as lettering with watercolors, as well as how to make your
lines and transitions as smooth as a professional lettering artist. Learn how to
create the most popular brush lettering e ects, such as galaxy, ombre and
blended colors, and how to add drop shadows behind your text to make your
words really pop! Chrystal also shows you how to bring beauty and depth to your
lettering projects with colorful backgrounds and borders. Doodling is encouraged
in this interactive workbook, which features special high-quality art paper and
beautifully bordered blank pages where you can practice your new skills. With
more than 45 easy-to-follow tutorials, you’ll be creating elegant, professionallooking lettering projects in no time.
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Practice til you’re perfect with expert drills, tips, and exercises! If you want to
take your hand lettering to the next level, you need to practice, practice, practice.
But merely writing the same letter over and over often leads to repeating the
same mistake instead of improving your skill. Packed with expert drills, tips and
exercises, Brush Pen Lettering Practice Book provides the smart coaching and
blank work space to make your daily practice easier, more efficient and more fun.
It’s the ideal way to speed you on your way to creating gorgeous lettering styles.
The perfect companion to author Grace Song’s Brush Pen Lettering, this handy
workbook features helpful practice pages with guided lines, hints and even
specific letter form combinations for many popular words, including: •
Congratulations • Greetings • Wedding • Happy Birthday
Hand lettering is experiencing a renaissance--so get in on the trend! Artist Kathy
Glynn explains the basics of the three main techniques--hand lettering, brush
lettering, and pointed pen calligraphy--and shows how to create work that's
expressive, exquisite, and romantic. Learn how to combine styles, add
embellishments, and even digitize lettering. More than 20 beautiful projects range
from invitations to temporary tattoos.
With more than 50 tips, techniques, and lessons for creating beautiful illuminated
letters and sophisticated lettering projects, The Joy of Lettering takes hand
lettering to a whole new level. Gabri Joy Kirkendall (Creative Lettering & Beyond)
and Jaclyn Escalera guide readers through a dynamic exploration of the craft,
focusing on typography and illuminated letters and numbers using pencil, ink,
and marker in a variety of styles and themes. From there, artists will learn how to
create letters using a variety of alternative materials and media, such as
watercolor, gouache, and wood. Easily customized DIY projects invite artists to
finesse their skills as they learn to letter on different types of surfaces while
creating lettered murals, stationery, and signage. Packed with creative
techniques and easy-to-follow lessons, this all-inclusive resource is a
must??have for anyone who wants to learn or grow their expertise in the art of
hand lettering.
An absolute must-have guide for beginners, this is an interactive workbook
designed to teach you how to create gorgeous lettering with any pen on any
surface, no brush pen or calligraphy nib necessary! You’ll learn how to draw
letters, words, inspirational phrases, and bible verses in multiple alphabet styles
by practicing outlining letters and thickening downstrokes. Perforated traceable
phrases and backgrounds allow you to make your own art, pull it out, then frame
it. Simple, approachable, and fun, this method is versatile for any surface so you
can create stunning faux calligraphy on paper, chalkboards, wood, glass, and
more! Author Danielle Stringer is the owner and artist behind Imperfect Dust and
shares her secret to hand lettering; that it doesn’t have to be daunting! With the
hope of encouraging readers to pick up a pen and go for it, Stringer will teach you
how to achieve the calligraphy look with simple key lines.
“The perfect quarantine read. It’s funny, sweet, and beautifully written. The
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romance is so perfect it made me ache." —Alisha Rai, Bustle Kirkus Best Fiction
Book of 2020 PopSugar Crazy Popular Books of 2020 Amazon Best Romance of
the Month Top Ten Best Romances of 2019—Entertainment Weekly Kobo Best
Romance of the Year Bustle 17 Best New Books Of December 2019 SheReads’
Most Anticipated Books of 2020 HelloGiggles 8 Best New Books To Read In
December One of the most beloved romantic comedies of 2020, Love Lettering is
a heart-melting and touching story that fans of Tessa Bailey, Jen DeLuca, and
Emily Henry cannot miss. In this warm and witty romance from acclaimed author
Kate Clayborn, one little word puts a woman’s business—and her heart—in
jeopardy . . . Meg Mackworth’s hand-lettering skill has made her famous as the
Planner of Park Slope, designing custom journals for her New York City clientele.
She has another skill too: reading signs that other people miss. Knowing the
upcoming marriage of Reid Sutherland and his polished fiancée was doomed to
fail is one thing, but weaving a secret word of warning into their wedding program
is another. Meg may have thought no one would spot it, but she hadn’t counted
on sharp-eyed, pattern-obsessed Reid. A year later, Reid has tracked Meg down
to find out how she knew that his meticulously planned future was about to
implode. But with a looming deadline and a bad case of creative block, Meg
doesn’t have time for Reid’s questions—unless he can help her find her missing
inspiration. As they gradually open up to each other, both try to ignore a
deepening connection between them. But the signs are there—irresistible,
indisputable, urging Meg to heed the messages Reid is sending her, before it’s
too late . . . Praise for Love Lettering "I can't wait for the whole world to fall in love
with Love Lettering!" —Jasmine Guillory “Delicious and beautiful and perfect.”
—New York Times bestselling author Sarah MacLean “This book will wake you up
in the middle of the night aching for these perfectly imperfect characters.”
—Sonali Dev, author of Pride, Prejudice, and Other Flavors
"A colorful, fun, and inspirational guide, Happy Hand Lettering offers a simple threestep process for turning your handwriting into hand lettering. It includes an alphabet
guide for lowercase and uppercase letters, practice pages, as well as practical
applications for project ideas such as ornaments, envelopes, gift tags, and so much
more. By hand lettering Scriptures and focusing on life-giving words, creative hearts
can release their inhibitions, feeling free to make mistakes, try again, mess-up, redo,
and all the while, bask in God's amazing presence and peace."
Welcome to the wonderful world of hand lettering! Prepare to be inspired by this
collection of over 50 alphabets in a wide range of styles. Designer, illustrator, and handletterer Thy Doan will guide you through each alphabet with easy-to-follow steps so you
can capture all the charm of each design. This is everything you need to know to create
your own lettering designs, from sketching it out to inking it up—and using a variety of
materials from brush pens to Sharpies. After you’ve mastered the techniques, you can
use the alphabets and lettering to add a unique personal touch to all kinds of things:
invitations, cards, notes, letters, doodles, artwork, comics, signs, banners, menus,
scrapbooks, journals, flyers, posters, and more!
You love to letter and you have a favorite alphabet. Now, let your skills shine! Discover
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amazing works of art, whether you want to gift, sell, or decorate your home. From
lettering on fabric and chalkboards to digitizing your calligraphy, this is the ultimate
source of inspiration for passionate hand letterers!
Your hand lettering contains a little bit of you! It expresses what you have to say, and
demonstrates your creativity in all your communications. In Hand Lettering A to Z, artist
and author Abbey Sy has invited four international artists--Meg Hyland, Joao Neves,
Tessa Go, and Lisa Lorek--to join her in designing all new alphabets for you to draw
and use in many different languages. You don’t have to be a trained artist to master
the art of hand lettering. These alphabets are for every skill level, and will suits any
taste: colorful, or black and white, classic or just plain fun. It’s all about getting creative
with the twenty-six letters and a little bit of you.
A complete manual on the technique of writing with the pointed pen in roundhand,
which is the American version of copperplate. You'll find detailed step-by-step
instructions for executing the straight stroke and many other components.
Learning the simple and beautiful art of hand-lettered calligraphy is as easy as picking
up pen and paper! Italic is the calligraphy’s most popular alphabet, and this delightful
manual introduces basic capital and small letters and numbers, plus all the creative
flourishes you need to customize your unique script for every project and occasion.
With quick and easy instruction from calligraphy teacher and designer Judy Detrick,
Simply Calligraphy will have you whipping up elegant invitations, pleasing place cards,
and personalized thank-you notes in no time. Includes practice exercises, advice on
tools and materials, and project ideas for place cards, invitations, and more!
Practice Makes Perfect! Created by Abbey Sy, lettering expert and author of Hand
Lettering A to Z, this must-have companion volume is a super-sized collection of drills,
exemplars, and practice sheets for a variety of modern lettering styles, flourishes and
other decorative elements, and motivational and inspirational quotes. --Find essential
how-tos for lettering with graphite and colored pencils, brush pens, fineline markers,
and more --Use the guided worksheets to try your hand at several modern styles, from
simple to elaborate --Progress to lettering beautiful and inspiring quotes (in English,
French, Spanish, Italian, and other languages) that feature a mix of styles and tools
--Worksheet pages are perforated so they’re easy to remove and work on Get a
worksheet workout and learn, improve, or expand your lettering skills with Hand
Lettering A to Z Workbook!
You love to letter and you have a favorite alphabet. Now, let your calligraphy skills
shine and take your talent to the next level! Discover ways to hand letter on a variety of
different surfaces and materials in order to create amazing works of art, whether you
want to gift, sell, or decorate your home. From lettering on fabric, wood, glass, and
chalkboard, you'll create stunning Christmas ornaments, cake toppers, inspirational
signs, and so much more. By the same author of the bestselling Super Simple Hand
Lettering, Kiley Bennet, this is the ultimate source of inspiration for passionate hand
letterers to keep going!

Beautifully illustrated guide by the founder of Quill London abounds in tips, tricks,
and techniques for beginners. Step-by-step approach covers materials, modern
calligraphy letterforms, brush calligraphy, developing an individual style, and
practical uses.
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Nothing brings holiday cheer like beautifully hand-lettered cards, gift tags, and
decorations. Make the season merry and bright with 30 projects created by top
designers--from handmade ornaments to a chalkboard sign--each with a
charming motif to use as is or adapt. Step-by-step instructions guide you, and
there's plenty of space for practice. A basics section helps beginners get started,
and a collection of 10 alphabets provides additional inspiration.
Create Pretty and Inspirational Hand Lettering Projects for Your Family, Friends,
and Yourself! Hand lettering is making a comeback, spurred by platforms like
Instagram and Pinterest. And not just adults are getting into hand lettering and
calligraphy. Kids, too, can find relaxation as well as enjoyment in using hand
lettering to create handmade projects for themselves and their families. The Kids'
Book of Hand Lettering will introduce young crafters to the joys of hand lettering
through 20 fun and inspired DIY projects that are easy to create at home. Nicole
Miyuki Santo will walk children through the basics of hand lettering, including
different lettering styles and tools (markers, brush pens, and paint pens) before
they begin their projects, which include room art, bookmarks, picture frames, tote
bags, party balloons and more. With full-color instructional and inspired photos
and pep talks throughout to help spark creative juices, The Kids' Book of Hand
Lettering is sure to become a modern-day hand-lettering staple for crafty kids
(and their parents too).
Lettering enthusiasts of all levels will love learning easy ways to develop and
adapt hand lettering skills and techniques to a variety of digital platforms in Digital
Hand Lettering and Modern Calligraphy. Popular Instagram lettering artist and
workshop instructor Shelly Kim (@lettersbyshells) offers lettering enthusiasts at
all levels step-by-step instruction, along with ample photos and lettering
examples. Start with lettering essentials that show how to create different styles
of brush lettering with the right tools, how to connect letters to form words, form
flourishes, and more. Then turn that unique calligraphy into lettering that you can
use over and over again, just by digitizing it. Discover several options for creating
digital lettering, each one clearly outlined and explained. Become familiar with
tools and techniques that make the process fast and enjoyable. See how far you
can take your digital lettering with fun projects for creating cards, name tags,
adding foiling and more. In this book you’ll learn how to: Produce loose, bouncy
lettering that adds style to any project Design meaningful quotes by learning a
quick trick for great compositions Create digital files that give you numerous
options for adding color and changing the shapes and sizes of letters Make a
custom digital lettering brush that you can use for unique calligraphy Letter on a
tablet and learn the basics of Procreate and Apple Pencil Use your lettering for
great projects that incorporate digital and hands-on techniques Get inspiration
from stunning gallery pieces by Karin Newport of @ipadlettering and Myriam of
@halfapx Digital Hand Lettering and Modern Calligraphy will guide you to the
future of lettering!
Hand lettering is the art of drawing letters. It has become so popular and anyone
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can learn to do it. In this faith-based workbook, you'll learn the basic strokes to
form letters, how to brush letter, and how easy Faux Calligraphy is. You'll learn
how to set up a layout, how to draw a banner, and learn many more doodles
along the way. The last section of the book has traceable scriptures that can be
used for memorization, practice or on projects such as framed art or wood signs.
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